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Notes from the
Board of Trustees
Congratulations to all of the junior members on
a great summer show season. Once again you have
represented the state of Ohio and the Simmental breed
very well.
We are looking forward to the sale season
ahead, don’t forget to get out there and support our
Ohio breeders.
OSA Board of Trustees

JUNIOR NEWS

FALL FIESTA

We are currently working on plans for the 2022
Memorial Day Classic and they will announce soon
the location.

ONLINE SALE OPENING ON SEPTEMBER
26TH AND CLOSING SEPTEMBER 27TH

The 2022 Eastern Regional will be held in Indiana,
June 8th – 11th in Lebanon IN

OSA Board of Trustees would like to invite all members
st
of the OSA to participation in this 1 Annual Ohio

The 2022 National Classic will be held in Wisconsin,
July 10th – 16th in Madison WI.

*********

Simmental Fall Fiesta Online Consignment
Sale.

Results from the 2021 Regionals and Nationals will be
in the next issue of The Register.

Sale will be hosted on DP Online Sales and here are the
rules for the sale:

All Consignors will be members of the OSA/OJSA
All lots must be 1/2 blood or higher Registered Simmental
Bulls selling must be old enough to pass a semen test
Show Steers are permitted to sell must be at least 1/2 bloods
and have registration papers)
Genetic Lots encouraged (all resulting calves must be able to
be registered 1/2 blood or higher)
All types and ages of Simmental and Simmental Influenced
females accepted (opens, breds, pairs, donors)
Go to Parkelivestock.com and click on Nominations
then scroll down till you see the 2021 OSA Fall Fiesta.
Enter your lots through that form or email all the
information about the lot to Doug Parke or Drew
Hatmaker. NOMINTATIONS, PICTURES AND VIDEOS
DUE SEPTEMBER 16TH
A list of available Photographers is included.
We are excited for this first sale and looking forward
to the great lots that you all consign.

Thank you to everyone that made the 2021
Memorial Day Classic a success it was our biggest
event in the recent past.
Thank you and feel free to contact me with any
questions or concerns.
Jenny Cowdrey
937.515.0290
bcvs@frontier.com
This was the first year that the OSA was able to
award the $100 award for the OJSA member
that purchased a heifer at the Ohio Beef Expo
Simmental Sale and then placed the highest in
the show at the Memorial Day Classic.

Congratulations goes to Kalli Atterholt with
her heifer purchased from Nickles Show Cattle.
*****

For more information regarding the Simmental breed in Ohio, visit www.ohiosimmental.com
Or, contact Pam Haley, Secretary, ph: 330-353-6072, email: phaley@haley-farms.com

Junior Champion Heifer
Cade Liggett
Res. Junior Champion Heifer
Emma Grimwood
Intermediate Champion Heifer and Res Grand Champion Heifer
Hannah Schaub
Res. Inter. Champion Heifer
Mckalynne Helmke

2021 Ohio State Fair
2021 Ohio State Fair was a success. The
OSA board would like to say Thank You to all that
participated and helped out.
Now on to the cattle show, the Simmentals
exhibited 121 head, which was still the largest breed
show.
Below are the show results:

Senior Champion Heifer and Grand Champion Heifer
Carly Sanders
Res Senior Champion Heifer
Aubrey Bapst
Champion Cow/Calf Pair
Paysen Collins
Res. Champion Cow/Calf Pair
Dana Handrosh
Bull Calf Champion and Res Grand Champion Bull

RESULTS

Delaney Chester
Res. Bull Calf Champion

Junior Show

Dana Handrosh
Sr Bull Calf Champion

Champion Purebred

Cook Show Cattle
Carly Sanders

Reserve Champion Purebred
Mackenzie Neil
Champion Bred and Owned PB
Mckalynne Helmke
Reserve Champion Bred and Owned PB
Amber Heil
Champion Percentage

Res. Sr Bull Calf Champion
Cliff Linder
Intermediate Bull Champion and Grand Champion Bull
Strausbaugh Farms
Premier Exhibitor
Vanhorn Farms
Premier Breeder
Ferguson Show Cattle

Cael Gostomsky

Open Show – Percentage

Mckala Grauel

Junior Heifer Calf Champion

Res Champion Percentage
Champion Bred and Owned Percentage
Katelyn Cowdrey
Reserve Champion Bred and Owned %
Amber Heil

Delaney Chester
Res. Junior Heifer Calf Champion
Delaney Chester
Senior Heifer Calf Champion
Davis Farms

Open Show – Purebred

Res. Senior Heifer Calf Champion

Junior Heifer Calf Champion

Junior Champion Heifer

Mackenzie Koverman
Vanhorn Farms
Res. Junior Heifer Calf Champion

Mckala Grauel
Res. Junior Champion Heifer

Garrett Bosse
Senior Heifer Calf Champion
Mackenzie Neal
Res. Senior Heifer Calf Champion
Garrett Bosse
Summer Champion Heifer
Mckalynne Helmke
Res. Summer Champion Heifer
Vanhorn Farms

Emma McLaughlin
Intermediate Champion Heifer and Grand Champion Heifer
Eric Flynn
Res. Inter. Champion Heifer and Res Grand Champion Heifer
Hannah Schaub
Senior Champion Heifer
Cael Gostomsky
Res. Senior Champion Heifer
Jacob Justice

Champion Cow/Calf Pair
Heil Farms
Res. Champion Cow/Calf Pair
Jenna Norman

OSA Directory Update

Champion Influenced Bull
KSR Cattle Co
Res. Champion Influenced Bull
Jenna Norman

******************

2022 Eastern Spring Classic
Simmental Sale at the Ohio
Beef Expo.
Once again it is time to start thinking about
what you might have to consign to the Ohio Beef Expo
and the 2022 Eastern Spring Classic Simmental Sale.
Next year the sale will be on Saturday, March 19th
with a start time of 1:00pm
When you are looking through those cattle that
you might offer please keep in mind that we are always
looking for more Breds, Cow/calf pairs, Pregnancies and
Fall opens.

Expo Rules and Guidelines for 2022
will continue to be the same as in the
past few years and they are posted
on the Ohio Simmental Website.
Doug Parke with
DP Sales Management
will once again be the
sale manager and we
look forward to working
with him again this year.
If you have any questions about sale times,
rules, and or requirements please contact Pam Haley at
phaley@haley-farms.com or 330-353-6072

Since we printed the current directory we have
had a tremendous amount of membership
come in and so included in the new directory is
a print out of the updated membership list.
The OSA Board would like to ask you to
consider contacting these members for your
Simmental Cattle needs.
Thank You
OSA Board

Expected Progeny Differences: Why,
What, When, and How, Part 2
EPD

Authors/Randie Culbertson, Ph.D.

by Randie Culbertson, PhD, IGS Lead Geneticist
This article is the second of a two-part series discussing what,
when, how, and why of EPD. In this article, we will focus on the
“how” and “when” of EPD. When making decisions for purchasing
bulls to add to your bull battery, how do you know which bull would
work best for your breeding objective? Sale catalogs are full of
pertinent information. But how do you use this information and
when should you use the information provided.
The general rule, when considering an animal on their own
individual performance, look at the phenotype. When
considering an animal as a potential parent and for improving
the next generation, look at the EPD!

How
It is important to remember that EPD are a tool for comparison. An
EPD is a reflection of how we expect an animal’s progeny to
perform on average in comparison to the average performance of
progeny from other animals. Let’s consider two bulls: Bull A has a
weaning weight EPD of 95 pounds and bull B has a weaning
weight EPD of 102. This means that if we look at 100 calves from
each bull, on average, bull B’s calves will weigh roughly seven
pounds heavier than bull A’s. This does not mean that all of bull
B’s calves will be heavier than bull A’s calves. Some calves will
perform better than others. This difference in performance among
calves can be due to differences in environment, the dam’s
genetics (she contributes 50% of the genes to her offspring), and
the rule of independent assortment. But when we look at all the
progeny from each bull across different contemporary groups, we
will see that bull B’s calves on average are heavier.
In the last article we discussed how the addition of information can
result in an EPD change. When considering younger animals,

there is a risk of their EPD changing as more information enters
the genetic evaluation. This is compared to older animals with
progeny information already incorporated in the calculation of their
EPD, resulting in less EPD movement. The level of information
included in the estimation of EPD is indicated by the accuracy.
Alongside each EPD that is published, an accuracy is also
published. An accuracy is defined as the relationship between
estimation of an animal’s EPD and the “true” EPD for that animal.
More simply put, an accuracy is reflective of the amount of
information provided on that animal, and is the level of risk
associated with each EPD. The lower the accuracy, the less
information provided for the EPD estimation, and the higher the
accuracy, the more information used for EPD estimation. As an
accuracy begins to approach 1, this would mean that these
animals have a significant amount of information included in the
evaluation, and that their EPD are close to the true genetics for
that trait. In addition, as accuracy increases, the amount of
potential change for an EPD decreases.
Possible change is an easier way to interpret the amount of
change likely in an EPD. When considering a young bull with low
accuracy, it is important to consider the amount of change that
could potentially occur as data for this specific animal enters into
the genetic evaluation. Younger bulls will have a larger possible
change range than older bulls with higher accuracy. As an EPD
approaches an animal’s true genetic value, ⅔ of the time this value
would be within the possible change range, but ⅓ of the time the
true EPD will fall outside of this window. This doesn’t mean that
each animal’s EPD will change by this amount, but it is the
potential change that could occur to an EPD. It gives an indication
of the level of risk for each trait and accuracy level.

Possible Change (PC) Came to
Herdbook in August 2019
EPDs are the fastest way to make genetic progress in any
given trait. An important metric reported with the EPD is the
BIF accuracy. The accuracy gives an estimate of the
predictability of the EPD reported. EPDs with lower accuracy
have less information associated with that number and may be
more likely to move as additional information
(phenotypes and genotypes) are submitted for that animal or
its relatives. A more intuitive number to talk about is possible
change (PC) or confidence interval. The PC gives a range
within which the EPD will land two-thirds of the time. As more
information is known about that EPD, the BIF accuracy will
increase and the PC will decrease (a smaller range of potential
movement in the future).
Here is how it works.
An EPD +/- one PC unit tells you a range within which the
animal’s EPD will land 2 out of 3 times. You can take this
further. An EPD +/- two PC units tells you a range within which
the animal’s true EPD will land 95% of the time. And even
further. An EPD +/- three PC units tells you a range within
which the animal’s EPD will land 99% of the time.
For example, if a bull has a Calving Ease EPD of 12.0 and a
PC of 3.0, the following is true.

Along with EPD, accuracies, and possible change, a percentile
rank for each animal is also published. The percentile rank is the
ranking of an animal based on their EPD in comparison to all
animals within the breed population of ASA’s registry. Percentile
ranks range from 1 to 99, and the lower the number, the higher the
ranking of the animal. For example, a bull whose weaning weight
EPD is in the 5% percentile rank means that this bull is in the top
5% for weaning weight based on his EPD. Percentile rank does
not take into account accuracy; therefore, if this bull has a low
accuracy, there is a potential for this bull’s percentile rank to
change (either up or down) as more information enters the
evaluation.



and 15.0 (12.0 +/- 3.0). This also means ⅓ of the
time the bull’s CE EPD will land either below 9.0 or
above 15.0.



When is it appropriate to use phenotypes? Phenotypes are
important when the performance of the individual animal itself is
being considered. When terminal steers enter a feedlot, their
phenotype for feedlot and carcass performance become crucial for
profitability, but these steers themselves will not be producing the
next generation of calves. The genetics of these steers will not be
passed on to the next generation. However, the phenotypes on
these particular calves are extremely valuable. Not only for
operational profitability, but in the context of genetic improvement,
these phenotypes are extremely valuable information to the
genetic evaluation, as well as improving the genetic prediction of
the bull and dam of the calves.

95% of the time, the bull’s CE EPD will land between
6.0 and 18.0 (12.0 +/- 6.0). 5 out of 100 bulls will land
outside that range.



99% of the time, the bull’s CE EPD will land between
3.0 and 21.0 (12.0 +/- 9.0). 1 out of 100 bulls will land

When
When is it appropriate to use an EPD? When genetic improvement
is your goal! EPD are a tool for genetic improvement and should
be used when an animal is being considered as a parent for the
next generation. Looking at a bull or heifer’s EPD is an evaluation
of that animal’s merit on a genetic level, and is the expectation in
the performance of their calves on average. When selecting
animals as replacements or looking at purchasing a bull for your
herd, the value of those animals is their genetic potential for
producing future generations of calves with high performance.

⅔ of the time, the bull’s CE EPD will land between 9.0

outside this range.
“Accuracy, particularly BIF accuracy, is commonly
misunderstood and thus misused by beef producers and allied
industry. A much more useful metric to gauge the potential of
an animal’s EPD to change with additional information is
possible change. Possible change values can be used to
provide a degree of confidence that an animal’s true EPD is
within a given range and thus enable a producer to consider
the risk associated with purchasing a bull or semen whose true
EPD might fall outside of a desired range.” - Matt Spangler,
Ph.D., Professor University of Nebraska - Lincoln
.

